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The usual suspects—journalists and self-appointed experts (at times) working in collusion—are citing air rage as the human problem of the moment. As usual, there is less than meets the eye.

Air rage is most often defined as anger-related behavior disruptive to aviation safety. Such behavior is said to occur in an airport terminal or aboard an aircraft and is viewed as a novel development in human psychology. However, the news of transportation-related anger that disrupts transportation safety is certainly not new. We still have road rage via the automobile—with many more fatalities. There's been stage coach rage and horse rage during the days of "yesterday year" in the "Old West" in the United States (US). And there's been chariot rage in antiquity.

Air rage often is cited as a growing problem. Yet statistics collected by the US Department of Transportation's Federal Aviation Administration suggest that incidents and prevalence have remained static during fiscal years 1997 through 1999 and may even be decreasing in 2000. Moreover, inconsistencies and varying developments in reporting procedures and analyses impede meaningful interpretation of data. In addition, variations in the very salience of air rage stories through the mass media not only can influence perceptions of air rage incidence and prevalence but also directly affect incidence and prevalence. The same can be said for announcements of changes in response strategies and formal penalties for air rage.